TIMeS Agenda
June 7-9, 2004 - Room 33 Education Building—1310 South Sixth St., Champaign, IL

Monday, June 7

- 8:30 AM: ☺ Welcome, Food, And Sign-In ☺
- 9:00 – 11:00 AM: The Geometer's Sketchpad
  - Introduction To GSP
  - Dynamic Exploration Of Geometric Concepts
  - Conic Sections, Functions, And More

Resources:
- http://www.keypress.com/sketchpad/
- http://mathforum.org/dynamic/sketchpad.links.html

- 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM: Break For Lunch
- 12:00 – 1:30: Microsoft Excel (Spreadsheets)
  - Visit (Revisit) Excel And Spreadsheets
  - Using Spreadsheets In The Math And Science Classrooms
  - Explore Vital Signs In Excel And An Online Database System

Resources:
- http://www.mste.uiuc.edu (MSTE site - search for Excel)
- http://www.mste.uiuc.edu/tcd/vitals/

- 2:00 – 3:00: MathTools At The Math Forum With Suzanne Alejandre
  - Visit The Mathtools Website
  - Examine Several Mathtools And Determine Areas In Your Curriculum That Can Be Enhanced By Using These Tools
  - Take A Look At Discussions Being Held About Technology And Mathematics Education

Resources:
- http://www.mathforum.org/mathtools